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T

he typhus epidemic, brought to the Chortitza
colony by the Makhno Army, raged through
Mennonite villages from December, 1919 to
March, 1920. The population of Nieder-Chortitza in 1919
was about 1,000. About 70 percent of Nieder-Chortitza’s
inhabitants fell ill with typhus, and 94 of those died.
Epidemic typhus has historically occurred during
times of war and deprivation, when hygiene was poor. In
Russia between 1918 and 1922, typhus affected 30
million citizens, and three million of them died. Here is a
description of the event from David Rempel, a resident
of Nieder-Chortitza:

T

ransmitted solely by body lice from one person to
another, epidemic typhus is an opportunistic
disease which rages through populations living in
the squalid conditions we endured under bandit control.
Symptoms begin with chills, progress to fever,
generalized pain and malaise, and in worst cases to
delirium, renal failure, gangrene, and/or death.
Several of the nine bandits who then lived in our
home had contracted the disease the previous week. As
the epidemic widened, the Makhnovites' improvised
hospitals overflowed with their sick and dying, and their
unburied dead. Desperate to save themselves, the
bandits commandeered all the settlement's modest
resources, demanding that Drs Hamm and Hottman, our
two nurses, and three auxiliary caregivers treat them
preferentially.

Russian
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.Body lice such as these
were the culprit for the
outbreak and spread of
typhus during the Russian
Civil War, affecting 30
million people. The lice
carried R. prowazekii, a
contagious bacterium that
grew in its gut and spread
through its feces.

Dr. Hamm's daily ordeal began at sunrise when he
would find thirty or more stolen tachanki (Mennonite
spring wagons) awaiting him at the hospital in Chortitza.
Many were heaped high with typhus patients, while one
remained empty for the bandit driver waiting to drive
Hamm to sick comrades housed in village homes or
makeshift infirmaries in the Rosental and Chortitza
schools. On one occasion, the brigands took him to the
Chortitza railway station. There, infected bandits lay
packed tight on straw mats filling three railroad cars,
while their still-healthy leaders lived in adjacent
luxurious cars filled with booty.
When the settlement's small cadre of medical
personnel could not cope with the needs of the suffering
Makhnovites, the bandits forced young Mennonite men,
usually students, to attend their sick and wounded. For
three days I myself cared for patients in the former
Chortitza girls high school. As sick men arrived in the
schoolyard, they stripped off their outer clothes, which I
first brushed to dislodge lice, then shook over a fire until
the 'pop' of incinerated bugs ceased. Even with this
precaution, lice still swarmed over the patients' bodies
and remaining clothes as they entered my classroom
ward.
Each of us cared for thirty or more soldiers, and we
had little time to care for individual needs beyond
delousing the men's upper bodies. During my three-day
service, not a single doctor, nurse, or paramedic visited
my ward. We had no medicines. The only relief we could
offer these feverish and delirious men was a drink of
water. Twice a day we fed a cup of soup to those still able
to eat – all sharing the same vessel, since we had only
one cup. A bucket in the corner served as a toilet. Some
patients managed to walk or crawl to it. Others I dragged
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there. Many simply wallowed in their excrement until
they recovered or died.
[Upon returning home to Nieder-Chortitza]…my
father, who had already shown signs of typhus the day I
left for Chortitza, was extremely feverish. Now Jacob
and Heinrich were infected as well…Despite Mother's
coaxing, no one wanted to eat.
My temperature rapidly mounted while I anxiously
waited for Mother to help me delouse myself. Then I
stripped. While I tried to kill all the lice that I could reach
on my body, Mother worked over my head with a lousecomb, then bashed the vermin crawling over my
underwear and shirt with a hammer. Just before she
dragged me to bed, I vaguely heard her say there had
been more than 120 lice on my body and clothes.
When I think back, I cannot comprehend how my
mother got through the next days, caring for her sick
husband and sons, all the while meeting the demands of
the nine Makhnovites, especially in our grievously
depleted household. After months of Bolshevik and
bandit raids, our family had no fresh clothing or linens,
nor any of Mother's preserved vegetables and fruits. We
were on close to starvation rations, with little more than a
handful of potatoes and a few small bags of flour left in
the cupboard.
The next few weeks were a feverish blur. On
December 23, Mother told us that Father had just died...
and that she herself was on the verge of collapse. Our
neighbor, Johann Siemens died the next day, his eldest
son on the following, and my brother Heinrich one day

later. By that point, it took two days to find someone with
sufficient strength to nail a coffin or dig a grave. Many
families had no wood for a casket. We at least had ceiling
planks in our grain storage barn, from which Father's
former teamsters fashioned a rough box for his body.
The Siemens family still had a horse and wagon, and it
carried the coffins to the cemetery. My father was buried
on Christmas Day, 1919, without a regular funeral
service. I must emphasize that our family's misery in no
way exceeded that of most Mennonites in the Chortitza
district. Throughout the village virtually every family was
in the same disastrous state, lucky if they had even one
healthy member to care for the rest.
[My brother, who had just arrived home and was
recovering from pneumonia,] Johann, had no time to
lament his failure to see Father before he died. He now
tended seven family members who were more
grievously ill than he was.
My mother died on the afternoon of January 8,
1920. During her last hours she was conscious and
rational, and with all her children gathered around her
bedside she advised her three youngest. I got to her bed
only to hear her last words: “Boys, if you can emigrate,
then go, even if you have to leave everything behind.”
As the typhus epidemic raged through Mennonite
villages from December 1919 to March 1920, all of the
settlement's medical professionals fell ill. The Red Army,
which had driven the Makhnovites out, was either
unable or unwilling to provide aid, and so care
developed to those who were healthy and willing to

The tyhpus toll on the Rempel family of Nieder-Chortitza was typical. Gerhard Rempel died first. The day before he died, Makhno
bandits tried to extort money from him, then whipped the face of the dying man because he had no money; his son Heinrich died three
days later; and his wife, Maria Rempel, nursed nine sick bandits in her home and her entire household, and finally succumbed herself;
her mother, Grandmother Pauls, died later. Gerhard & Maria’s son Johann had spent six months treating typhus patients during World
War I, and he provided care for villagers once the medical personnel fell too ill to provide medical treatment.
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A monument erected in the Nieder-Chortitza cemetery in 1990
to commemorate the Mennonite dead, many of whom were
buried in unmarked graves during the typhus epidemic reads,
“All flesh is like grass. The grass withers, and the flowers fall,
but the Word of the Lord stands forever.” 1 Peter 1:24.

enough to help them to get outside. Since few people had
been able to save extra linens from the thieves, most
families could not even change soiled sheets. The filth
and foul air were indescribable.
Without telephones, everyone relied on word of
mouth for news of the fate of friends and relatives. Often
family members living just a short distance away were
too sick to visit each other and so had no idea of one
another's condition. Johann's near-daily visits kept
everyone abreast. And if he could not treat their
bodies…he was always willing to tarry with someone
wishing to pursue the cherished Mennonite custom of
Nohfaedme, threading family connections, or to pray
with those in need of spiritual comfort.
Excerpt from: A Mennonite Family in Tsarist Russia and the Soviet
Union, 1789-1923, David G. Rempel with Cornelia Rempel Carlson
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002).

render elementary assistance. Johann became the
primary caregiver in Nieder-Chortitza. His training as a
medical orderly and service on the hospital trains made
him pre-eminently suited for this Samaritan job. For six
months of the war he had tended a railcar filled
exclusively with soldiers suffering from typhus, cholera,
or extreme cases of diarrhea, and so he knew the
importance of hygiene and how best to minister to the
needs of his patients.
With no real medical training, equipment, or drugs,
Johann acted primarily in supportive ways, performing
simple household tasks such as fetching fresh water or
going to a neighbor's home to collect embers to kindle
the straw and manure bricks to heat the house. The need
to improve hygiene was especially acute. All our homes
had outdoor privies rather than indoor plumbing, and by
this time few people even bad bedpans. This presented
an obvious problem for those too sick to get out of bed,
particularly when there was no one in the home well

A Russian mass grave during the typhus epidemic.
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